Name: ____________________________

More Hink Pinks
Level: A (Easy)

A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
plate for a shark - fish dish

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. rip in a teddy  
   1. ___________  ___________

2. keeps a cat’s paws warm  
   2. ___________  ___________

3. huge hog  
   3. ___________  ___________

4. large branch  
   4. ___________  ___________

5. fast choice  
   5. ___________  ___________

6. beautiful skyscrapers  
   6. ___________  ___________

7. 50% giggle  
   7. ___________  ___________

8. cap that got squashed  
   8. ___________  ___________

9. chubby kitty  
   9. ___________  ___________

10. happy father  
    10. ___________  ___________

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?
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A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example: plate for a shark - fish dish

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. rip in a teddy 1. bear tear
2. keeps a cat’s paws warm 2. kitten’s mittens
3. huge hog 3. big pig
4. large branch 4. big twig
5. fast choice 5. quick pick
6. beautiful skyscrapers 6. pretty city
7. 50% giggle 7. half laugh
8. cap that got squashed 8. flat hat
9. chubby kitty 9. fat cat
10. happy father 10. glad dad

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?